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OBJECTIVE  OBJECTIVE  OBJECTIVE  OBJECTIVE      

Promote and coordinate Promote and coordinate Promote and coordinate Promote and coordinate 

the study and defense of the study and defense of the study and defense of the study and defense of 

the economic, social and the economic, social and the economic, social and the economic, social and 

moral interests of its moral interests of its moral interests of its moral interests of its 

members.members.members.members.    

MISSION MISSION MISSION MISSION     

To bring together in To bring together in To bring together in To bring together in 

number members who number members who number members who number members who 

share a common interest share a common interest share a common interest share a common interest 

in promoting the selfin promoting the selfin promoting the selfin promoting the self----

healing of the body healing of the body healing of the body healing of the body 

through the application through the application through the application through the application 

of natural and holistic of natural and holistic of natural and holistic of natural and holistic 

methods for physical, methods for physical, methods for physical, methods for physical, 

mental, emotional and mental, emotional and mental, emotional and mental, emotional and 

spiritual wellspiritual wellspiritual wellspiritual well----being.being.being.being.    

   

  



 

What is a union What is a union What is a union What is a union LOCAL      LOCAL      LOCAL      LOCAL      division  division  division  division  

of the  CPMDQ  ? of the  CPMDQ  ? of the  CPMDQ  ? of the  CPMDQ  ?     

It is    a  FITNESS CENTER,  a   

CLINIC,   a  SCHOOL   that  is          

entirely      directed       and    ad-

ministered by a PATRONATE      

MEMBER;  a Local  is  a  division  

of the CPMDQ governed by      

the Professional Syndicates    Act      

S-40. 
 

 

What is a PATRONATE What is a PATRONATE What is a PATRONATE What is a PATRONATE     

MEMBER?MEMBER?MEMBER?MEMBER?    

It is a practicing  MEMBER in 
good standing  of  the   CPMDQ 
who is entirely    responsible for 
the      management and admin-
istration of a CPMDQ      divisional 
union local.  The PATRONATE 
MEMBER must ensure the 
study and defense   of  the      
economic, social and moral         
interests of his SUPPORTING   
MEMBERS. The annual fee for 
registration as a PATRONATE 
MEMBER of the CPMDQ is 
$1200.   

    

What is a SUPPORTING What is a SUPPORTING What is a SUPPORTING What is a SUPPORTING 

MEMBER?MEMBER?MEMBER?MEMBER?

A SUPPORTING MEMBER is a 

CLIENT or STUDENT MEMBER 

of the union local which 

promotes and SUPPORTS the 

vision of the clinic,  fitness 

center or school by adopting a 

healthy lifestyle through 

natural therapeutic means of 

self-healing.  The annual 

membership fee to be a  

SUPPORTING MEMBER of   a 

CPMDQ local  is $12 payable to 

the CPMDQ. 

 

What are the advantages of a What are the advantages of a What are the advantages of a What are the advantages of a 

PATRONATE MEMBER?PATRONATE MEMBER?PATRONATE MEMBER?PATRONATE MEMBER?    

Subject to the S-40 laws   in 

force, the union local 

administrator and its members 

can enjoy all the powers to the 

pursuit of its object for the 

promotion of the economic, 

social and moral interests of its 

SUPPORTING MEMBERS. 

Other  avantages Other  avantages Other  avantages Other  avantages …………    

 The CPMDQ union local is a 

priority organization.  

 The CPMDQ  union   local 

does not fall under the 

Consumer’s Protection’s 

jurisdiction.  

 The CPMDQ union Local  

does not have to file annual 

federal and provincial 

returns.  

 Union dues paid to the Local 

for benefits and services 

offered to its SUPPORTING 

MEMBERS are exempt from 

GST/QST. 

 Union Local dues for 

benefits and services 

provided to SUPPORTING 

MEMBERS are 100% tax 

deductible.  

 Publication and listing of the 

activities of the union Local 

on the CPMDQ website.  


